
 

 

TIPS FOR WRITING REVERSOS 

 

Find a story, subject, or character with two sides:  

Red Riding Hood and the Wolf, the Emperor’s New Clothes (emperor and the kid who 

exposes him), Cinderella, etc. 

 

Start with a few lines that can be flipped so they make sense in 

reverse. 

A cat     Incomplete: 

without     A chair  

a chair:    without 

Incomplete.    a cat. 

 

Select phrases that can be turned into questions and 

interjections. 

(some lines from “Have Another Chocolate” from Mirror Mirror): 

Fatten up, boy!     Eat another piece of gingerbread, 

Don’t you      have another chocolate— 

like prime rib?     Goose! 

Then your hostess, she will roast you  Then your hostess, she will roast you 

goose.      like prime rib. 

Have another chocolate.        Don’t you 

Eat another piece of gingerbread.   fatten up, boy! 



~ 2 ~ 
 

 

Use a lot of participles, infinitives, and single word sentences. 

 (Check out some of these in this poem, “Silly Goose,” from 

Follow Follow) 

Laugh?       My type: 

I was born      definitely not  

to be serious all the time.    so simple-looking, 

Who can      this tall, blushing boy,  

find the world funny?    carried away by  

I       a handsome, golden goose 

watch       obviously sticking together  

such bad behavior     some poor laborers, 

parading by my window,    a pair of blustering clergymen, 

quite an assortment,    three whining sisters, 

foolish or greedy or perhaps both.   (today 

Today,      foolish or greedy or perhaps both). 

three whining sisters;    Quite an assortment 

a pair of blustering clergymen;   parading by my window. 

some poor laborers     Such bad behavior, 

(obviously sticking together);   watch! 

a handsome, golden goose   I 

carried away by     find the world funny. 

this tall, blushing boy,    Who can 

so simple-looking,     be serious all the time? 

definitely not      I was born to 

my type.      laugh. 
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The reversos have changes only in punctuation and 

capitalization, so get to know punctuation—how can you use a 

comma, period, dash, colon, semi-colon, etc.?   

 

Write the poem on the computer so you can move around the 

lines until they make sense. 

 

Don’t get discouraged—reversos are hard to write.  Play and 

have fun! 

 

 

 

 

 

For more from Marilyn, check out her 

website https://marilynsinger.net/ 
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